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Master of Science by Coursework in Law and Finance

Brief note about nature of change:
Minor amendment to refer to the BCL/MJur handbook for lists of options rather than the Exam Regulations as the Schedule has been removed

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2019, http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2019-20/mosbcilawandfina/administratorview/

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2019
For first examination from 2019-20

Detail of change
1. Amend citation 1.6 as follows:
‘4. With the consent of the MLF Academic Director and the Subject Group Convener of the Course in question, candidates may offer as an alternative to one or both law electives from Schedule B, any other course listed in the handbook for BCL and M.Jur students Schedule A of the BCL/M.Jur regulations (subject to the same limitations imposed on BCL and M.Jur students).’

Explanatory Notes
The BCL/MJur regulations had been updated removing the Schedule of options, these are now listed in the handbook, so the reference in the MLF regulations has been updated.